Abstract. The transfer map /: tr'(PxC) -» it'(S°) is represented by an element t G ir~1(Po0C+). We compute the Adams-e-invariant of t and use this and the splitting of the p-localization of S ' A ^oo*--into a wedge of (p -1) spaces to prove that for a prime p > 5 the p-component of the element [G, £] defined by a compact Lie group G in it' is zero in the known part of stable homotopy.
Because/* ° <p is the cup product with the Euler class e(Lm) = 1 -Lm we have <f>_1 °/*_1 ° q(L' -1) = red((L' -1)/(1 -Lm)) and so tmß-xir*(L' -1) = red((L' -1)/(1 -Lm)). This gives For applications of Corollary l .4 see [5] . Letp be an odd prime. Then some suspension of the p-localization of P"C splits into a wedge of (p -l) spaces
where A, has only cells in dimensions 2/ + 2i(p -l) + r (for a proof see [7] ). Therefore the stable map t E ^"'(P^C^j) decomposes into a sum of t, E tt*(X). Proof. We only need to prove that for all primes /? > 3 and all compact Lie groups G there exists a basis zx, . . . , zn such that the numbers c(t) with all k¡ s -1 (p -1) vanish. The general argument is as follows: First let G be simple. We look for classifying elements/*(z() = y, such that there exist for each pair (/,/), i 9-/, an element w in the Weyl group of G which permutes y, and y,, leaves all the The existence of a *-basis can be easily checked for the simply connected simple Lie groups:
1. A", Bn, Cn, D". We can use as a *-basis the elements denoted by e, in [4] . For the dimension argument to hold for Bn and C" we must suppose p > 3 whereas p > 2 suffices for An and Dn.
2. For G2 see [3] . 3 . For F4 we refer to [3] . It is an exercise to see that with respect to the given basis in [3] there are only the possibilities (1, 5, 7, 11) , (1, 3, 9, 11) , (3, 5, 7, 9) , (1, 3, 7, 13) , and (1, 3, 5, 15) for exponent sequences k¡. 4 . The cases E6, F7, E& can be treated using exercises 29 and 30 in Chapter 4 of [9] . Now let G be semisimple. Then G is the quotient of a product of simple Lie groups by a finite subgroup of the center of this product. Because we have p > 3 we only have to consider subgroups of the center of a product of SU(«,)'s. Let F = /*j'/* and it: I* -» F be the projection. We can suppose that F is a p-group. Let z" ..., z, be preimages of the generators of the factors of F under it. Because of tr(ej) = Tr(ik) we can write zy as a linear combination of the e¡: Zj = 2f_ | af • e¡. We have n} ■ e{ E /*. Furthermore we can choose the z. in such a way that af = 0 for i <j and vp(nk/ak) > vp(n}/ak) for/ > k and k = 1, ...,/. It is then clear that /* = /* + <z" . . . , z/>.
We define the lattice T to be generated by e{ + zx -e2, . . ., e\ + zx -ex, e2 + z2 -ef,. . . , e{ + z} -e^, . . ., ej" -e™. These elements form a *-basis for T. It is easy to see that T <8> Z(p) = /* ® Z(p).
In the general case, where G is not semisimple, it is clear that there is always at least one basis element of HX(T"; Z) lying in the kernel of the transgression map. So there is no nonzero cw in which all classifying elements appear. The vanishing line of the £2-term of the Adams spectral sequence for BP (see [6] ) shows that elements of high filtration cannot exist in low dimensions. This and (2.2) and some simple dimension arguments show that in the known part of stable homotopy-see for example [8] -we have [G, t\p) = 0 for p > 3. This also shows that [G, £](pX for an exceptional Lie group G can be nonzero only forp = 2 or 3.
